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The Oregon Commentator is an independent journal 
of opinion published at the University of Oregon for 
the campus community. Founded by a group of 
concerned student journalists on September 27, 1983, 
the Commentator has had a major impact in the “war of 
ideas” on campus, providing students with an alternative 
to the left-wing orthodoxy promoted by other student 
publications, professors and student groups. During its 
twenty-nine year existence, it has enabled University 
students to hear both sides of issues. Our paper combines 
reporting with opinion, humor and feature articles. We 
have won national recognition for our commitment to 
journalistic excellence.
The Oregon Commentator is operated as a program 
of the Associated Students of the University of Oregon 
(ASUO) and is staffed solely by volunteer editors and 
writers. The paper is funded through student incidental 
fees, advertising revenue and private donations. We print 
a wide variety of material, but our main purpose is to 
show students that a political philosophy of conservatism, 
free thought and individual liberty is an intelligent way of 
looking at the world–contrary to what they might hear 
in classrooms and on campus. In general, editors of the 
Commentator share beliefs in the following:
 

•We believe that the University should be a forum for 
rational and informed debate–instead of the current 
climate in which ideological dogma, political correctness, 
fashion and mob mentality interfere with academic 
pursuit. 

•We emphatically oppose totalitarianism and its 
apologists. 

•We believe that it is important for the University 
community to view the world realistically, intelligently, 
and above all, rationally. 

•We believe that any attempt to establish utopia is 
bound to meet with failure and, more often than not, 
disaster. 

•We believe that while it would be foolish to praise 
or agree mindlessly with everything our nation does, it 
is both ungrateful and dishonest not to acknowledge 
the tremendous blessings and benefits we receive as 
Americans. 

•We believe that free enterprise and economic growth, 
especially at the local level, provide the basis for a sound 
society. 

•We believe that the University is an important 
battleground in the “war of ideas” and that the outcome 
of political battles of the future are, to a large degree, 
being determined on campuses today. 

•We believe that a code of honor, integrity, pride 
and rationality are the fundamental characteristics for 
individual success.

•Socialism guarantees the right to work. However, 
we believe that the right not to work is fundamental to 
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opinion. All signed essays and commentaries herein represent 
the opinions of the writers and not necessarily the opinions of 
the magazine or its staff. The Commentator is an independent 
publication and the Oregon Commentator Publishing Co., Inc. is an 
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the Oregon Commentator may be reused by the Commentator 
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It was a close call with the White House, but 
the UO takes the cake for “Most Hypocritical 

Institution”.

Voltaire said, “To learn who rules over you, simply 
find out who you are not allowed to criticize.” 
This is a timeless quote and is emblematic of the 
last four months. Getting “public” records is like 
pulling teeth. The UO General Counsel Randy 
Geller has a stranglehold on the Public Records 
Office (PRO) and is stretching applicable laws 
thinner than his penis. Assistant to the President 
David Hubin is keeping President Gottfredson’s 
calendar a secret per The 
Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act (FERPA), 
a ridiculous application of 
said act. I know, we were 
dumbfounded as well. It’s no 
wonder the Intercollegiate 
Athletic Committee of the UO 
Senate kicked three student-
journalists out of a finance 
meeting in late May. The last 
thing the administrators want 
is for the faculty and staff to 
be informed of the business 
practices of UO Athletics.  

We somberly remind you that 
the price you pay is based 
mostly on appearance and, 
to some extent, convenience. 
The Athletics Department (“Our Ducks”) are the 
single most important cash crop of this institution.

Welcome to the University of Oregon-- you 
have no voice! Unless you’re a groupthinker. 
You might also fit right in if you value comfort 
and safety over liberty. However, we the rough-
and-tumble staff of the Oregon Commentator 
office, located in room 319 of the Erb Memorial 
Union, would like you to know that there is an 
alternative. We think for ourselves. That upsets 
administrators and scares some students. We’re 
OK with that. 

We at the Oregon Commentator hope to impart 
one thing to the graduating class as well as the 
incoming freshman of 2013: Those who rule over 

us, the University of Oregon Administration (the 
suits in Johnson Hall) are making it a point to 
keep the masses uninformed. 

Do you have a problem with this? Come to 
Room 319. Let us introduce you to PRO, slimy 
arm #2 of the Athletic Department. Let us show 
you how PRO and Chief of UO Thought Police 
Randy Geller, rewriter of history, interpret the law 
with whimsical irreverance to the wellbeing of 
faculty and staff in order to stifle understanding 
and general interest in the UO’s practices.

Let it be known: a four-year degree 
from this sanctimonious institution 
will not get you anywhere. The 
extracurriculars in which you involve 
yourselves and the connections 
you make will be the deciding 
factor in your future.

As the UO will soon be dismissed 
from the American Association of 
Universities (AAU) for its insufficient 
research activity, and no longer 
declares itself “Oregon’s flagship 
university”, it’s reasonable, if not 
compelling, to ask, “Why am I 
paying gobs of money to attend 
this school?”

Want to  get drunk and argue about 
the direction of this institution? 

Come to room 319.

Consider us your sophomoric embarassment, 
your obnoxious friend and cynical neighbor. 
Consider us the student group that all other 
groups wish was defunded long ago. They’ve 
tried so many times and it’s hilarious.

Asking questions is a good thing. When the 
institution discourages or even stonewalls your 
questions, you know you’re on the right path. 
Should you wish to see what happens behind 
Johnson Hall’s doors, join us in the Oregon 
Commentator office.

Most 
Hypocritical 
institution
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The SudSy Tee. Buy one if you know whaT’S good for you. 
$10. availaBle in all SizeS and many colorS.
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New study indicates adverse effects of 
increased soy consumption
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A recently published study by Professor 
O’Sullivan at South Western Oregon 

University (SWOU) has found that the estrogen 
levels in males of Eugene is abnormally high. 
Dr. O’Sullivan and his team tested 500 male 
residents of Eugene and found that all of the 
them had unusually high levels of estrogen in 
their blood. The study links these results with high 
intake of soy products as soy contains a high 
amount of estrogen.

Dr. O’Sullivan stated that a high intake of soy 
can have  physical consequences in men such 
as: pitch change, breast growth and lactation.  
However, the potential psychological damage is 
far greater. Previous case studies at the University 
of Montana State Tech has showed that spiked 
estrogen levels are linked to docielness, political 
correctness and censorship. The combination 
of these studies create a disturbing picture in 
which soy has a stranglehold on the Pacific 
Northwest and can have adverse effects on our 
behavior.

The SWOU study has caused widespread 
outrage and concern from the Eugene 
community. One such voice comes from 
Eugene chapter of Misandry Ends Now (MEN) 
which is an organization that works to stop all 
forms of misandry and sexism against men 
everywhere. Their director Richard Meete was 
disturbed by the study: “It is very unnerving to 
me that what we eat can turn me into a pussy. 
It’s like Big Soy declared war on men”. Richard 
continued by saying that MEN would organize 
a protest against soy to raise awareness of what 

he calls an “estrogen epidemic”, he even went 
so far as to suggest a ban on soy products due 
to their obvious “oppression of men”.

Another group making their concern heard 
is the PHI BI PI SCI sorority here at Univeristy of 
Oregon. Members are worried that increased, 
widespread soy consumption may reduce the 
availability of their main source of skin care: 
semen. “We’re the number one ranked sorority 
here on campus, we have to look good” said 
Ava Faison, head of the PHI BI PI SCI chapter 
here at UO. I asked her if semen was the only 
thing that gave them that kept their healthy 
orange skin glowing and soft. She replied: 
“Yeah, what else would we use it for?”.

When asked about the possible affect this 
“epidemic” may have on its student-athletes, the 
University of Oregon declined to make an official 
statement regarding this new information as of 
this publication’s print date. One representative 
of the UO Athletic Department, who will remain 
nameless, spoke frankly: “Imagine the horror if 
some of our footballs players started lactating? 
We need our players to be driven and visceral 
not pensive and docile.”

In conclusion, our community faces an acute 
threat thanks to soy and estrogen. We are in 
danger of turning into a nation of sissies. Expect 
censorship abound, everyone getting along 
and ridiculous spikes in chocolate consumption.

Breaking newS:

Martin Hallström is the Associate Editor at the 
OREGON COmmENTaTOR and has never 

touched the shit.

OC

marTin hallSTröm reporTS from ground zero of The Soy epidemic
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“Remember,  ‘synergy’ is the 
corporate G-Spot.”

Sudsy Says:

In our most recent publication, 
“The HATE Issue”, we said that 

we hate malt liquor and the ODE. 
Truthfully, both are acceptable in 
that they offer cheap consolation 
to the otherwise disenfranchized. 

When all is said and done, we don’t 
hate them. We just pity them.

However, we can’t get five cents 
from the ODE on return...

June 2013

Leonard Peltier
“The FBI.”

The FBI
“Barack Obama.”

Barack Obama
“The IRS.”

The IRS
“The Tea Party.”

Cats
“Dogs”

Dogs
“The ‘Right’.”

Corrections:

asks ...
who fucked up?

OC
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asks ...OC
whaT award would 
you give The oc?
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“Paying cover at the bar is a 
tax on meeting women, if not 

straight pimpin’.”

Sudsy Says:

Chavez Ghost
“Best Coup.”

William Beare
“Biggest and Harriest 
Floppy Man Pussy.”

James O’Fallon 
“Best Magazine I’ve 

Ever Censored.”

Oregon Voice
“Worst Dancers.”

Women’s Center
“Most in Need of 

Castration.”

Our Moms
“Most Likely to 

Succeed.”

The OREGON COmmENTaTOR 
is currently seeking volunteers 

for the following positions:

Me
God

Writers
Poli-Wonks

Starving Artists
Ad Marketing Peeps

Convicted  Logophiles
Wide-eyed Photoshop Junkies

Machete-wielding Towtruck Drivers
Irreverant Cherry-toting Chimney Stacks

Coppee Editerrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrs
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The phrase “direct action” has been thrown 
around a lot on campus recently. It is a 

phrase that hippies without work ethic use to 
rally disillusioned freshmen to their cause. Lazy 
people with good intentions think that rhetoric 
changes the world, but hard-working passionate 
people are the ones who make a difference, 
not those who smoke weed all day and discuss 
which superhero would be most beneficial to 
modern society.

Jim Evangelista is one of these hard-working 
passionate people. As a 23-year-old he ran, 
managed, and owned a 24-hour restaurant 
that doubled as a community center and 
performing arts venue in Gainesville, Florida. 
Today he and his partner Catherine Pickup own 
and run Reality Kitchen, a school for people 
with developmental disabilities, and single-
handedly strive to educate and empower 
people that “society” has left behind. People 
with development issues tend to be treated 
differently by society. When mixed amongst the 
general population people assume that they 
are slow, childish, and inferior. When people 
with development issues are unable to get 
the help and education they need, they are 
marginalized.

One of the first things we asked of Jim was to 
share any success stories regarding his students. 
Jim was taken aback by the word “success”.  
Success in the Reality Kitchen is not about 

grades but about self-improvement. A number 
of students that had enrolled in their program 
had previously been deemed as having “anger 
problems” and an “unwillingness to learn”, the 
sort of people whom employers did not trust 
around kitchen knives. Jim said that the problem 
was that they were treated like children and 
expectations for these individuals were low, if 
not nonexistent. Jim and Catherine, however, 
recognize that those with development issues 
don’t want to be treated like children; that 
education is not about imparting skills. Rather, 
it’s about the cultivation of a person’s character, 
the development of emotional intelligence and 
the confidence to believe in your own abilities.

At first glance, Reality Kitchen appears to be 
a school that teaches its students to cook in a 
professional setting, but it is so much more.  Not 
only do all ingredients used in their cooking 
come from surrounding farms, but Jim and 
Catherine have what the University of Oregon 
or the 4J district would label as an “unorthodox” 
approach to education, but what many 
quality educators would refer to as “holistic”.  
Jim said his approach to education involved 
treating people as adults and then having high 
expectations for their performance. He said 
that there is nothing more satisfying than seeing 
his students live up to his expectations and then 
exceed them-- something that happens on a 
regular basis.

Photos by Jazmin Avalos
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James “The Hawk” Hawkins and Joseph “Rowdy” Rouse 
are reporters at the OREGON COmmENTaTOR 
and think that the folks at the Student Insurgent need 

better role models.

OC

Reality Kitchen has ambitious plans for the 
future. They are hoping to relocate downtown 
to be closer to the bus station because most of 
their students use public transport. Additionally, 
they are hoping to start a food cart so that they 
can sell their food to fund their school and give 
their students practical business experience. But 
they are also trying to expand their operations to 
include web design courses as well as publishing 
a monthly newsletter. All of these projects will 
give their students valuable experience and 
prepare them for the workforce.

In our society education has been bastardized.  
GPA’s and IQ’s are a false indicator of 
intelligence but people cling to them as a 
matter of pride. The already advantageous 
have the easiest access to extra resources 
while those who need it most go without. Jim 
and Catherine have sunk their life savings into 
this venture not just because it’s something that 
Eugene needs but because they are certain 
that this is their calling. For their passionate 
service and priceless contributions, the Oregon 
Commentator ardently awards them The Tater 
Award (two thumbs up!).

We have nothing but admiration for their never-
ending work but they cannot do it alone.  If 

you have skills in programming, Indesign, or 
education and mental development, your skills 
can be put to use and you can be part of a 
program that is a positive force in this world.  
If you have practical skills and the time to 
volunteer we urge you to email Jim Evangelista 
(contactus@realitykitchen.org) to begin being 
part of something that matters.
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The Office of Student Advocacy
There is nothing quite like the weight of an 

established bureaucracy trying to choke 
the life out of you.  Most students will never 
experience the self-righteous fury of Carl Yeh’s 
(Director of Student Conduct & Community 
Standards) determination to expel people he 
deems “unfit to attend” this school. 

When the university predetermines that you’re 
an asshole.  When what? When it takes less 
paperwork to undermine your education than 
to go in front of a trial by your 
peers. When  what? So what? 
Finish your sentence. And 
when you are truly fucked and 
completely on your own, trying 
to fight against a debt-farming 
meat grinder. Then it’s time 
to call the Office of Student 
Advocacy (OSA) and make 
use of the talents and passion 
and talents of professionals 
that truly understand the inner-
workings of the law and this 
university. It is their purpose to 
represent and support you.

Carl Yeh dislikes the OSA 
because students with defense 
make his job more difficult.  If 
you are part of a respectable 
organization in Greek Life, he will refrain from 
making a legal case out of you or the hedonistic 
principles on which your brain operates. But if 
he takes your case personally-- and you are 
a headstrong individual-- you need help.  The 
OSA should be the first person/organization you 
contact after receiving a notice of allegation.  
Even if you don’t think fighting is worth it, talking 
first with the Office of Student Advocacy and 
understanding what it does can only benefit 
you.

The University will try to convince you that letting 
Carl Yeh decide your punishment is the best 
course of action for you and your academic 
career.  That is a lie.  You must always request 
a trial by your peers, and this will make the 
school mad.  They will say that you are making 
it worse for yourself, that once you do this they 
can’t help you.  But in all honesty the best thing 
you can do is to talk exclusively with the OSA 
regarding any complaint and to have one of 
their representatives by your side whenever you 

deal with the University.

But the OSA exists for reasons 
other than student (on student?) 
conduct. It exist to aid in not 
just disputes with university 
charges, but also faculty/
staff concerns, university 
housing, student employment, 
grievances, academic issues, 
or student record issues. Our 
Incidental fee pays for this 
guaranteed representation to 
fight on our behalf and guide us 
through the legal labyrinth that 
is the University of Oregon. Their 
passion and dedication to stop 
the University from walking all 
over students without a fight is 
the reason I will be graduating. 

The OSA wins the Oregon Commentator’s 
award for Most Important Advocate of Student 
Rights and our everlasting appreciation.

Most 
Important 

advocate for 
students’ 

rights

June 2013

The OREGON COmmENTaTOR hopes that Carl 
Yeh, through extensive counseling, support networks 

and the pile of money that he makes, will one day 
overcome his traumatic childhood.

OC
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Ca i t l i n   F e l d m a n
O F
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Caitlin Feldman is responsible for such 
journalistic masterpieces as “How to 

Have Fun in the Snow in Bend” (in which she 
miraculously remembered to advise that one 
wear wool socks in the snow, for Christ’s sake), 
“Grad Guide: Be Careful What You Post on 
the Internet” (#TheSkyIsBlue #NoShitSherlock), 
“Pros and Cons of Living With Your Significant 
Other In College” and of course Feldman’s 
Magnus Opus “Best Place to Meet a Hottie - The 
Student Rec Center is the New Dating Scene 
on Campus”. Now, when you read these titles 
you will probably have the same reaction as 
I had: How the fuck is this 
person actually writing for 
a newspaper? It is one of 
the questions that I ponder 
along with “why do some 
girls wear make up to gym?”

An example of Feldman’s 
journalistic wit: “Yet, there 
are perks of living with the 
one you love. Like waking up 
next to each other without 
anyone having to take the 
walk of shame”. Now correct 
me if I’m wrong, but isn’t 
one of the perks of being in 
a committed relationship 
that one isn’t waking up 
in a strange place next 
to someone you may not 
remember? How is it in any way shameful to 
leave your boyfriend’s or girlfriend’s place after 
a night of sleep and/or sex?

WORST 
JOURNALIST 

OF THE
YEAR

We don’t know because she didn’t explain. 
Furthermore, she hardly ever explains anything 
with reasonable coherency. We at the Oregon 
Commentator recieve no stipend and wonder 
what Feldman’s employment status is at the 
Daily Emerald. Surely she doesn’t get paid to 
write this garbage. How about it, Feldman, can 
you hear us out there? Do you get paid? If so, 
we’d like our I-fee money back. 

I wonder if she has ever heard us howl with 
laughter from the OC office. Her articles keep us 
well-entertained. Some are utterly hilarious (e.g., 

“Best Eugene Restaurants 
with Patios” and “Who Not to 
Bring on a Road Trip”).

I am not saying that Caitlin 
Feldman is a terrible journalist 
but....wait, yes I am. A dirty 
mop has better things to talk 
about and twice the writing 
ability. She is the worst, hence 
why she gets this years Tater 
Award for “Worst Journalist”. 
Congratulations, Caitlin!

We at the OREGON COmmENTaTOR 
want to bang Caitlin Feldman because she 

seems really easy.

OC
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BEST 
TIME-

WASTER
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The Filibuster Tater Award goes to Senator 
Rand Paul for his almost 13 hour filibuster on 

March 6, 2013.  The actions of the filibuster served 
several purposes. Delaying the nomination of 
John Brennan as CIA Director, bringing attention 
to the drone debate, and—possibly more 
important—put the White House in its place.  
This modern day superhero of conservatives 
deserves a cold Sudsy for his actions.

Why is this important?  Why should you care?  
Republicans, Democrats, and Independents 
alike should stand and cheer Paul’s actions.
Jonathon Moseley from the American Thinker 
answered the question regarding the effect of 
the filibuster with this: “You will answer questions 
from Congress, Mr. President.” Oversight is 
one of the duties of the legislature, and the 
administration had refused to answer Senator 
Paul and his allies.  Senator Paul could have 
backed down and followed the path of 
Republican leaders, but instead he chose to 
cause the scene and force the administration 
to answer his questions.  

There are times when lines must be drawn, and 
representatives must have the courage to keep 
that line, even when those within their own 
parties are against them.  In our current climate 
of scandals including the IRS, Benghazi, Fast 
and Furious, and the re-authorization of the 

Authorized Use of Military Force (AUMF), we 
need members in Congress who are willing to 
stand and take their responsibilities seriously.  

Today it is American citizens that have joined 
our enemies, tomorrow it could be Tea Partiers, 
and in a few years maybe Occupiers, 
environmentalists, or Michael Moore. Second 
thought, maybe we should allow all this drone 
activity.

A great big cold Sudsy to Super Senator Paul! 
Cheers! 

Neil Killion is the Associate Publisher at the 
OREGON COmmENTaTOR pisses the world 

off, one liberal at a time.

OC
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Most people in college take at least one 
extracurricular class to experience 

something new, but hardly ever completely 
alien. Some take Tai Chi, Meditation, History of 
Jazz Music, Snow Camping, or Rock Climbing.

 The University’s SCUBA program is a spectacular 
way to try something completely alien. This 
year, the program has been awarded “Best 
Kept Secret”.

Oregon is not known for its diving; this isn’t 
Florida, and the Oregon coast is an unforgiving 
place. But avid lovers of the outdoors don’t let 
things like rain or temperature prevent us from 
our excursions. Water in Oregon is cold.  The 
water can range between 38-65F degrees 
depending on the dive site. You need the proper 
exposure protection to prevent hypothermia 
(provided to you by the local dive shop), the 
proper equipment to breathe underwater (also 
provided by the dive shop), and the proper 
instruction & training in order to dive safely.

SCUBA diving is a mental and physical sport.  
When diving, all that matters is the current 
moment you are living and the one that follows. 
Whether you’re interested in visiting shipwrecks, 
taking underwater photographs, hunting, 

BEST KEPT 
SECRET

sightseeing, or chasing crab in Florence, SCUBA 
diving has something to offer everyone. I have 
friends that quit smoking as a result of the 
confidence they gained from SCUBA diving. The 
ability to survive in an environment that is trying 
to destroy does wonders for your confidence.

Although diving conditions are not ideal, 
learning how to dive in the Pacific Northwest will 
make diving easier in other locations. Instructors 
in Thailand or Mexico will recognize your superior 
skills and training.

As the saying goes, “Those who feel it, know 
it.” Dropping a hundred feet head first, in an 
environment where the color of light changes 
depending on your depth, the overwhelming 
sound of Darth Vader breathing, and the 
gurgling of air bubbles being forced out your 
regulator. Creates a surreal experience that is 
as close to being an astronaut as a person can 
get and makes you question whether this is still 
the same life you woke up to in the morning.

 Those who’ve felt it know what I’m saying.
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Joseph “Rowdy” Rouse is Publisher at the 
OREGON COmmENTaTOR and thinks PCP is 

for weak-minded pussies.

UO  SCUBA

OC
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Dr. Manhatten is the molecular
multi-tasker at the OREGON COmmENTaTOR and his “Blue Man on Mars” CD is the bomb.

OC
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Here  at  the  OC,  we  believe  transparency  is  the  
foundation  of a  meaningful  relationship.   Upholdin g  
this  standard,  we  are  pleased  to inform  the  studen t  
bod y   that  this  page  cost  3.05828125¢.  Although 
you  cann ot  smoke  it,  we hope  that  you  enjoy  it  
a nyway.  The  street  value  of  this magazine  is  about  
.28 grams  in  sticky  cannabis,  .04 grams  in  high  
quality   cocaine,  and  <.01 grams  in  china  white.  
And now, for your viewing pleasure...  

Here  at  the  OC,  we  believe  transparency  is  the  
foundation  of a  meaningful  relationship.   Upholdin g  
this  standard,  we  are  pleased  to inform  the  studen t  
bod y   that  this  page  cost  3.05828125¢.  Although 
you  cann ot  smoke  it,  we hope  that  you  enjoy  it  
a nyway.  The  street  value  of  this magazine  is  about  
.28 grams  in  sticky  cannabis,  .04 grams  in  high  
quality   cocaine,  and  <.01 grams  in  china  white.  
And now, for your viewing pleasure...  
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“AMERICA!”

“What’s coffee without whiskey?”

“When in doubt, 
it’s bullshit.”

“Are we playing Beer Pong or jerking it? 
Come on!”

“I like to be drunk when sending out resumes 
because it boosts my confidence.”

“Nessy... That’s how I 
got into plesiosaurs.”

“If I were a dinosaur, I would be a sea turtle, lying in the sun 
on any beach where no Mexicans would eat my eggs.”

“I’m old enough to be 
your deviant.”

“50 ‘No’s and a ‘Yes’ 
means ‘Yes’!”

“Getting blitzed is my idea of a good time.”

“Safety first! After my third drink, 
I take my gun to the bathroom 
and unchamber the round.”

“It ain’t gonna suck itself, OSPIRG!”

“As long as the drugs are in you system 
and not on your person, we’re all good.”

June 2013

“You think you can act like that because 
you have a pony tail, don’t you!?

“You can’t derail a trainwreck.”

“Cultural differences must be 
celebrated— and exploited.”
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By the Barrel: 25 Years of the Oregon Commentator
-- ONLY $14.99! --
(email: editor@oregoncommentator.com)

FT Bains is a copy editor at the OREGON 
COmmENTaTOR and now has an informal gag order 

about mentions of the UO’s student government.

OC

I have a confession to make— an excuse, perhaps. 
Some of you reading this esteemed publication 

probably assumed, with correct empirical evidence, 
that I would have written the “I Hate The ASUO” column 
in the previous issue of the Oregon Commentator. The 
honest truth is that I dreamed at one point having that 
opportunity and taking advantage of it.

My confession, and my excuse for not writing it, is that 
I’m not sure that I do anymore.

It’s my favorite thing to rag on, and it certainly hasn’t 
been in its best form lately, but I can’t say that I hate 
the ASUO because I love what it stands for.

After five years of learning Arabic, going to nationals 
in debate, doing award-winning work for the Emerald, 
I can say I’ve gotten a full sense of the heart of this 
campus.

And what does all of this tell me? The clearest thing is: I 
think that the ASUO can be better, and that’s why I dig 
into it so much. Ever since covering it full time for a year 
two years ago, I talk about the workings of student 
government way too much.

I may have contributed to its punchline status, but there 
is no doubt that it was held with that regard before I 
got here. The mere constitution is rife with too many 
loopholes and the money is too great for it to not get 
bogged down. If this is how student government works, 
think how much worse it is on the next levels.

So yes, I think it can be better. As annoyed as everyone 
was by the Macklemore concert this year, no other 
ASUO event (if you exclude football games) got as 
many students participating and no other ASUO 
funding hearing that I can remember was as attended 
as the one when Oregon Athletic Bands’ funding 
was threatened. It is more evident than ever that the 
“average student” needs to be included in this process.

Thankfully, next year the executive won’t have hiring 
power over the elections board. There’s nothing so silly 
to me as the fact that that’s gone unquestioned for so 
long.

Also, Sam Dotters-Katz has convinced me that his 
commitment is to bipartisanship. I think the track of 
the ASUO is going in the right direction, in general. On 
that note, if there is one piece of advice I can give 
to any senator who will be working until past midnight 
most Wednesdays this fall, it’s this: Read the damned 
constitution.

This isn’t a statement about people not doing their jobs 
last year. They didn’t, but there’s something else here.

The ASUO constitution has things that get amended 
every year, and it’s still an inconsistent mess. I think 
that if there were 20 people this summer reading the 
document, there would probably be someone who 
could find the questionable line that says you can hold 
both a senator seat and an executive position (4.2). Or 
maybe that it takes just 15 senators — a three-fourths 
vote — to impeach a standing president (5.17). Or, 
there’s this piece that’s not questionable, it’s just one of 
those obscure measures: If Senate cannot get quorum 
(2/3 of the body) for a meeting in a three-week period, 
Constitution Court can just remove every senator from 
the body (11.14).

So yeah, go please read the constitution.

If there’s only one big thing I think the ASUO could 
start to do better, it’s to take yourselves less seriously 
and your jobs more so. The ASUO is a punchline and 
an obscure acronym because you let it be so. Don’t 
blame the Emerald, don’t blame the frats, don’t 
really blame anyone. Take your commitments to your 
constituents more seriously and let the drama (and 
OSPIRG) wash away.

Senior Column by Frank n’ Beans
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A Blow To Democracy

“Federal government mandates unconstitutional speech codes”
 
As the Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE) 
reported on May 10, 2013, the U.S. Departments of Justice and 
Education sent a letter to the University of Montana describing a 
new speech code. It broadens the definition of sexual harassment 
to be “any unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature” including 
“verbal conduct”. FIRE points out that “if the listener takes 
offense to sexually related speech for any reason, no matter how 
irrationally or unreasonably, the speaker may be punished.” The 
U.S. Government, by referring to the sweeping speech code “a 
blueprint for colleges and universities throughout the country,” 
seems to be disregarding the Constitution completely.

Not only does the letter not address the First Amendment at all, but 
the policy itself contradicts the policy already set in place by the 
DOE’s Office for Civil Rights: harassment “must include something 
beyond the mere expression of views, words, symbols or thoughts 
that some person finds offensive.” FIRE warns that, although the 
Office for Civil Rights lacks real legal authority, the institutional fear 
it may instill could be enough to severely hinder the weight of the 
First Amendment for students across the nation.

“911 Operator tells woman about to be raped that no police are 
coming: ‘Ask rapist to go away’ ”
 
In late August a woman in Josephine County called 911 and 
begged dispatchers to send police. Her ex-boyfriend had 
hospitalized her a few weeks ago and now her ex-boyfriend was 
trying to break into the house after she refused to let him in. The 
dispatcher apologized and said she had no one to send before 
transferring her to state police. But the dispatcher for state police 
also said that they had no one to come to her aid and then shared 
this pearl of wisdom, “You know, obviously, if he comes inside the 
residence and assaults you, can you ask him to go away”. 

The woman was then brutally raped and as a result Oregon 
Police/Sheriff departments have earned this issue’s Blow to 
Democracy.  Although budgets cuts are rampant throughout all 
law enforcement agencies, if you truly want the job to “protect 
and serve” accepting a smaller paycheck rather then the six 
figures that you are used to might do more good then eliminating 
90% of the deputies in your department.  Fuck you very much

June 2013
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Spew...
“Oregon athletics are all about fun, excitement and 
bringing people together to have a good time... That’s what 
we do at Dutch Bros., so this couldn’t be a better fit for us.”
 
 --Dutch Bros. Coffee Co-Founder Travis Boersma 
states in a press release emailed to the OC. This is hardly 
surprising since both Dutch Bros. and the UO Athletics 
Department are disgusting organizations that appeal to 
the masses. Where as Dutch Bros. is a stale company selling 
convenience and operating on prepackaged ingredients 
that attempt to replicate the flavor of coffee, the Athletics 
Department operates behind a slick PR campaign that is 
indifferent to the needs and concerns of students.

“The resolution will take a stand against the proliferation of nuclear weapons in Iran and attempt to pressure 
state legislators to pass a similar resolution.”
 
 --Ian Campbell of the Oregon Daily Emerald severely overestimating the reach of the ASUO and their 
misguided, feel-good efforts. Is this what we pay these clowns for, to debate international politics to no end? 

“Since this is the Emerald’s “year in review” issue, this is my ‘year in review’ 
column...”
 Oh, really?
“It feels somewhat forced to tie a narrative bow around my four years 
spent here...”
 Then don’t.
“College seemed more like a collage of unrelated events and tangents 
and anecdotes.”
 Agreed. Proceed, then, with your narrative bow...
“...with a lot of fades and bad banter — more “Rules of Attraction” than 
‘Animal House.’”
 Fuck, you HAD to mention Animal House. Get out of here...
“Cut to a classroom. Cut to a party. Cut to all-nighters in the library. A 
montage of living arrangements: dorm, house, quad, house.”
 Are you, by chance, a schizophrenic?
“Fade to black. Credits.”
 Dude, shut the fuck up.
“Four years is a strange amount of time: enough to change you in a 
way, for better or worse, but not really enough for you to learn anything 
meaningful about yourself or the world.”
 Uhh, what?
“After four years at the University of Oregon, I am four years older but not 
wiser or whatever.”
 So, you have the emotional intelligence of an 18-year-old.
“Speaking for myself, and maybe for others in the Class of 2013, I don’t 
quite know what I learned over the past four wonderful, horrible, dizzying, 
clarifying years here, but I will soon.”
 The same experience we all have when reading your Op-eds.

--The OC presents:
A Spew by 
Spew review of 
Jacob O’Gara, 
hamming it up in 
the Ol’Dirty.
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This editorial was printed  in Volume XXVIII Issue V... Check out the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com
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This “Nobody” page was printed  in Volume XXII Issue IV... Check the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com
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This editorial was printed  in Volume XXIV Issue I... Check out the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com
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This article was printed  in Volume XXV Issue XI... Check out the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com
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This article was printed  in Volume XXIX Issue II... Check out the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com
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This article was printed  in Volume XXIX Issue II... Check out the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com
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This editorial was printed  in Volume XXV Issue II... Check out the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com
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This editorial was printed  in Volume XXV Issue II... Check out the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com
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This editorial was printed  in Volume XXII Issue IV... Check out the archives at www.oregoncommentator.com


